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The 1946-1949 20 Custom
by Neil Satterly
Schenectady, New York

I

t was another case of mistaken
identity common among the
uninitiated and it happened to
me during one of my visits to
Boyd's Boatyard in Canton, Connecticut in 1988. Classic mahogany
boats were quickly becoming my
favorite hobby and the post-war
Chris-Crafts were of special interest.
Having seen several pictures of Riviera and Capri models I quickly identified this fully restored eye-catcher
with a flat nose as a Riviera. After
gazing over it for several seconds I
commented to Boyd that it was a
beautiful Riviera. He politely explained that it was not a Riviera. It
was a Custom. He patiently went on
to point out a few of the many differences. While he talked I feasted
my untrained eyes.
The boat looked so well endowed. It had all the glitzy features
one could ever imagine in a classic
runabout but wasn't awkward or
overdone. The chrome, armor-like
nose plate which capped the stainless cutwater looked wide enough to
use as a shaving mirror and heavy
enough to take those unyielding
docks head on. From this substantial
plate, the blonde king planking began its way back as it widened to
encircle a bright red upholstered
cockpit. On the aft deck it continued
over the engine hatch, rear deck, and
finally rolled over the sheer onto the
first plank of a rounded transom. A
folding windshield crowned a dazzling array of chrome which laid out,
stem to stern. The heftiness of each
piece added to the impression of a
well fortified and beautiful boat.
Looking into the interior I noticed the red sweep of padded and

Red sweep of padded and pleated coaming lining three quarters of
cockpit and four-unit, five-instrument cluster on the 20' Chris-Craft
Custom. Storage compartments add utility to the back of the front seat.
Photo by Lindsey Hopkins HI.
pleated coaming which lined its
way three quarters the way around
the cockpit and hosted a four-unit,
five-gauge instrument cluster. The
seat bases, backs and cushions
were luxuriously thick. They were
first class accommodations even
by today's standards. The Cadillac-style appointments made me
think that Chris-Craft spared no
expense in putting this model together. The overall look was flash
with class. It was then I decided
this to be my favorite boat. Someday it would be nice to own one.
In July of 1994 Scott Dorrer,
Rock
City
Restorations,
(completely unaware of my desire
for this dreamboat model) told me
of one for sale just north of Syracuse, New York. By his estimate
it was in fair shape, needing bottom refastening, new upholstery,
refinishing and some engine work
on the incorrect Graymarine. I left
behind two strips of rubber in my
driveway as I made off for Syra-

cuse. Aside from being fairly complete, it was a cosmetic wreck,

Chrome armor-like nose plate wide
enough to use as a shaving mirror—
with blonde king plank following back
to the 20' Custom's "V " windshield.
Brass Bell Photo.

from badly water stained decks and
blackened upholstery to a seized engine
and
multiple
owner
"improvements." I loved it but the
first thing to go would have to be
the swim ladder.
According to the hull card this
was a 1948 model hull #R-20-336.
She was shipped December 9, 1948
to Motor Craft Inc., Elmira, NY. An
old registration card with the boat
led me to the second owner who
was shocked to learn that it still existed. He and his son helped me retrace the boat's history.
Without going into great detail,
she was used in the Finger Lakes
region of New York state by two
successive owners before being
traded in for the second time in
1967. From then she sat outside for
probably about seven years, first at
a boat dealer in Sayre, PA followed
by another dealer in Utica, NY who
took it on consignment from the
first. In 1974 she was purchased by
her well-intentioned third owner
who planned on a full restoration.
Instead the boat sat protected in a
barn for almost 20 years until the
owner's passing. The third owner's
wife accepted my offer to purchase
the boat in August of 1994 and I
towed it to my shop in Albany, New
York in October. There she would
begin to get her complete restoration in the 17 months that followed.
The decision to do an original
restoration meant that before the

distributed. Instead Chris-Craft introduced the new model with a
poster (see next page) showing the
boat from five different angles. Also
displayed was a long list of specifications and standard features including red genuine leather upholstery.
Absent from the 1946 list was the
type of mahogany used for construction and engine choices (both of
which I will discuss later.) From the
photos it was obvious that this runabout offered some new lines and
Boat as she was found—swim ladder colors not seen in boats built prior to
WWII.
had to go. Photos by Scott Dorrer.
The lines and curves suggested
first screw was backed out, respeed.
From the bow to the transom
search for correctness of the 20'
Custom Runabout would be the the lines followed two paths;
first step. Further, since my boat's rounded and raked. The transom
original MBL had been replaced was the best single example of this
with a Graymarine with velvet new style. It was raked forward and
drive transmission, it would be rounded from top to bottom, port to
necessary to find an MBL engine starboard. (Three times at boat
and pistol grip shifting linkage. In shows this summer spectators asked
my search for these and other me if my 20' Custom was actually a
items I would begin to learn many modern boat made of wood for a
interesting things about 20' Cus- classic look. A backhanded compliment perhaps, but this similar design
toms. My learning continues.
Production on the 20' Custom can be found on many 1996 transom
began in 1946 and ended in 1949 designs on boats of "alternative conafter 369 were built. It is believed struction materials") Bleached
that no factory sales catalog for the blonde, cedar bow and stern poles
(Continued next page)
'46 lineup of Chris-Crafts was ever

Hercules MBL engine goes in 20' Chris-Craft Custom. Photo by Neil Satterly.
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MORE ON THE
20' CUSTOM
were raked back. To a boating population unfamiliar with this design
this might have seemed like the
speed of the boat had caused the
rake.
Something else totally new for
Chris-Craft was blonde king planking. To replace the walnut/traditional color stain combination, this model would be the first
Chris ever to offer the bleach
blonde king planking with contrasting traditional stain. It turned out to
be the hot combo and Chris-Craft
would continue the scheme for
many years. Nearly a decade later it
still appeared on Chris-Craft's
hottest new boat, the 1955 Cobra
and continued at least three years
after that. Altogether the sum of the
raked and rounded lines plus bright
colors equaled speed—even before
turning the key.
Mahogany was hard to get following the war and Chris-Craft
used the best it could find. One of
the most perplexing questions
about the Custom is the type of mahogany used. Most often the wood
is believed to be Honduras mahogany, especially taking into account the color At first inspection
my '48 appeared to be made of
Honduras. After a close inspection
of the grain structure Scott Dorrer
questioned whether it actually was
Honduras. The grain structure
seemed odd.
Boyd Mefferd and others refer
to Spanish Cedar as a wood used
on this model -- especially since
Honduras was in short supply.
Charlie Cross, long-time ChrisCraft dealer, recalls AW. "Bill"
MacKerer, Chief Engineer at ChrisCraft, telling him that wood for the
20' Custom was Cedro Macco.
Webster's dictionary lists the word

Chris-Craft 20-ft. Custom
Runabout for 1946
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1946 sales poster showing five views of the new 20-foot Chris-Craft Custom.

Cedrela which appears to support
both of these claims.
Cedrela n. [Mod. L, from Sp.
cedrela, dim. of cedro, a cedar]
1. A genus of large tropical
trees of both hemispheres;
Cedrela toona, an East Indian
species, Cedrela odorata, of
Honduras and the West Indies,
are examples.
From these references the Cedro Macco or Spanish Cedar could
be the same wood but, how many
were made with this wood and
when? Was it used on bottoms as
well? Charlie Cross says he remembers that it was. However hull
#336, near the end of the production run, had Philippine on the bottom. Reports from other Custom
owners support some claims and
dispute others. Another difficulty
could be an inability to distinguish
Honduras (as we know it today)
from the Cedro Macco or Spanish

Cedar. Charlie Cross recalls the
Cedro Macco to be a hard wood
which heated up the sandpaper when
hand sanding. This could be one
indicator. Someday we may get the
full story.
On the other hand, we know
how engine options varied from year
to year. The 20' Custom was not
mentioned in the October '45 sales
bulletin of boats available for the
coming year but the 1946 the price
schedule named four Custom models: the 46-9, 10, 11 and 12. The
model distinction was in the engine
options. They included a 95 h.p. K,
a 130 h.p. M, a 145 h.p. ML and a
115 h.p. Chrysler. Prices ranged
from $2890 for the K to $3390 for
the ML. The April '46 sales bulletin
reduced the choices to three 20'
Custom models not including the
115 h.p. Chrysler. It is doubtful that
many 20' Customs were ever produced with this engine.
The February '46 bulletin of approved accessories available for fac-
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1947 Chris-Craft factory sales literature showing 20' Custom on cover with
46' Double Cabin Enclosed Bridge Cruiser.

tory installation listed a compass,
covers, name and spotlight as available for the Custom. Many 20' Customs today are seen with spotlights
which are assumed by many to be an
aftermarket/dealer add on. This bulletin suggests some could have been
installed at the factory. Individual
hull cards should be able to prove or
disprove this information.
What may be the most interesting information from the price
schedules and sales bulletins was the
listing of a 23' Custom Runabout for
1946. Never having seen or heard of
this model before again raises the
question of how many, if any were
sold. The '46 price schedule listed
four of these models with engines
ranging from 130 to 160 h.p. and
corresponding prices from $3890 to
$4290 which would have put these
models it in the price range of the 25'
Express Cruiser for that year. The
only other times the 23-footer ap-

peared was in the factory options
listing and in the April sales
bulletin (both mentioned earlier).
In the latter, no prices were given
for the four 23' models and this
was the last place a 23' Custom
was ever mentioned.
The front cover of the 1947
sales catalog (above) proudly
displayed two boats. One was a
46' double cabin enclosed cruiser
and the other was the 20' Custom.
Inside, a full page display ad
indicated the boat would be
available in three models. This was
not, however, supported by the
price schedule put out in
November of '46 for the coming
year. It listed only one 20' Custom
with the M engine which may possibly have been remaining inventory. The March '47 price schedule
for the 1947 Fleet lists the 20'
Custom as being "temporarily discontinued." Charlie Cross says the

'46 Custom was built in the Algonac
plant but production of the '47s
resumed in the Cadillac plant. The
transition may be the reason for the
temporary discontinuance. The 25'
Sportsman was also temporarily
discontinued.
The updated price schedule for
the '47 fleet released in September
of that year (about 10 months after
the last advertised price) once again
listed three models. They were the
47-9, 10 and 11 with K, M and ML
engine options respectively. The 4710 would now cost $3770 up from
$3390 the year before. This was a
pricy boat for its time. For example
the 1947 Racing Runabout, so
popular among collectors today,
then cost $2660 with an ML engine,
or $1110 less than the Custom with
the
ML.
Another
possible
explanation for the temporary
discontinuance may have been high
inventories versus a limited market
for the high-end boat. Judging from
other accounts of Chris-Craft tooling up from scratch for new production boats, the need to suspend production for several months seems
unnecessary. There may have been
some orders but not enough to resume full production.
Charlie Cross explained that the
plant would not begin production
until it had orders for at least 20
boats. In the Cadillac plant there
would be four production lines with
one hull type moving at the same
time. Hulls were assembled on the
second floor and lowered to the first
for engine and upholstery installation.
Orders may have picked up considerably because the August '47
sales bulletin already listed prices
for three 20' Custom models for
1948: the 48-14, 15 and 16 with K,
M and ML engines. By November
'47 the Custom model 48-17 was
added offering a 158 h.p. MBL. The
MBL was made available in both the
Custom and the Racing Runabout.
The April '48 bulletin showed that
(Continued on page 8)
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the ML had been dropped from the
offerings. This would be the only
full-year of production for the 20'
Custom.
By November of'48 a sales bulletin released the models and price
schedule for the 1949 fleet. The
1949 Custom line would expand to
five models: the K, KL (not offered
before), M, ML (offered once
again) and MBL. The top-of-theline price would level off at $4260
which was now $1470 more than
the Racing Runabout and $70 more
than the 26' Semi-Enclosed Cruiser!
The era of big flash for big cash
would soon end.
The June '49 sales bulletin continued to list the five Custom models but also listed one 16' 60 h.p.
Riviera model and four 18' Riviera
models ranging from 60 to 131 h.p.
The Riviera would be the boat to
replace the high priced 20' Custom.
Another copy of that same bulletin
(from another source) had the 20'
Custom models crossed out and
hand-written over (by a dealer) was
"Riviera". Prices were also crossed
out and lowered as follows: the K
engine model went from $3810 to
$2990; the KL from $3980 to
$3160; the M from $4090 to $3270;
the ML from $4240 to $3420; and
the MBL from $4260 to $3440.
While 1949 was a changeover
year from the 20' Custom to the 20'
Riviera, it's doubtful there was an
overlap in production. From these
price reductions we may conclude
that the 20' Custom didn't allow
Chris-Craft to stay price competitive yet there remained a strong
market for a boat with similar features. One thing is clear; although
they're often confused, the Riviera
and the Custom are not the same
model with a different name.
Boyd Mefferd, who's had at
least twelve 20' Customs pass
though his boat yard over the years,
pointed out several differences.
Alan Frederick who is currently
restoring his own 20' Custom and

who also owned a 20' Riviera also
noted some differences.
Beginning with the chrome,
the Custom differs from the
Riviera in several pieces. Most
notable among the differences is
the Custom's folding "V"
windshield which also featured
retractable hold down brackets.
When retracted they were nearly
flush with the deck (see photo next
page). Also on the fore deck was
a combination air scoop/pole
socket/navigation light assembly
and large rope chocks. On both
fore and aft decks were oversized
combination lifting ring/cleats.
(The same hardware is found on
the 25' Sportsman). Extending the
length of the rear deck on the Custom was 2-inch wide chrome trim
covering the seam of the hatch
doors and continuing under the
large air scoop/light socket, under
the gas filler pipe trim and under
the lifting ring trim. The pistol grip
shifting handle and rod (also used
on the 25' Sportsman—see photo
Brass BeII, Summer 1994, page 3)
was located under the dash along
the padded ceiling panel. This
feature frees up floor space but
requires more muscle to operate.
Other notable topside differences included double hatch doors
on the Custom. Rivieras had a
larger single door. In both cases,
the hinges were hidden. The
Custom used red leather in all
models except hull #s R-20-001
and R-20-002 which had blue and
blue-gray leather respectively.
The only other Chris-Crafts in
which the red leather was used
was the 25' Sportman. The
Custom also featured a full
wraparound coaming panel and
storage box built into the back of
the front seat. Under the Custom
deck was a dual-note trumpet
horn. Most Customs were shipped
with ribbed, black rubber flooring
and step pads but some of the later
models are believed to have been
shipped with white diamond style
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mats and white step pads as on the
Rivieras.
There is some disagreement
over what steering wheels were
correct for the 20' Custom. Some
claim that only hull # R-20-001 had
a banjo-style wheel and that all
others were the common 2-spoke
creme wheel. Several (suspected
later models) have been spotted
with the Chrysler Newport banjospoked wheel with large horn ring
and oversized throttle lever. Boyd
says these wheels appear to be
correct. Larry McDonough, Chief
Engineer for Chris-Craft, supports
this. He began in 1951, two years
after the Custom was discontinued.
However, Larry pointed out that
steering wheel types were changed
frequently without much attention.
Various automotive wheels were
used depending on what looked
good and was available. Larry said
that different styles of wheels could
easily have been used on the
Custom and the Rivieras.
Alan Frederick, owns 1948 20'
Custom, hull #R-20-236 and also
owned a 20' Riviera at one time. He
reports that the ride of the Custom
was superior to the Riviera. Specifically, The Custom handled the
choppy water much smoother. He
also noted that when he loaded the
Riviera on his custom-made trailer
for the 20' Custom, the keel sat almost three inches off the center support, held up by the side bunks — an
obvious hull difference.
While the Custom was somewhat heavier, most of the other
specifications weren't much different. Wood thicknesses of stringers,
bottoms, hull sides, etc. of Rivieras
and Customs were very similar. The
only specification which showed a
difference is the draft. Draft on the
Riviera was listed at 1' IVi" and for
the Custom it was 1' 9". All other
things being similar, this seems significant. The fore and aft freeboard
between the two showed the same
difference with the Riviera floating
(Continued on page 9)

higher out of the water. This hull
design is the main reason why the
two ride differently. On the bottom,
from the transom forward six feet,
both were typically flat with almost
no deadrise. The difference was
mainly up front. The Custom "V"
had a sharper (deeper) entry to the
water where the Riviera was somewhat flatter. As the "V" moved
back on the Custom it became
slightly more concave also. The difference caused the Custom to move
through, rather than over the water
and gave it better tracking (turning)
characteristics.
Armed with new knowledge of
this highly acclaimed Chris-Craft, I
became even more anxious to complete the restoration. A correct
restoration was completed mostly
by Scott Dorrer and myself over a
17 month period. Replacement of a
rotted chine and a few inner planks
necessitated entire bottom removal.
The decision was made to not use
an epoxy bottom. An original type
reconstruction was done with the
exception of Sikaflex instead of
canvas. Ninety percent of the original bottom wood (Philippine mahogany) was put back on. Once
turned back over, the entire bilge
was scraped, scrubbed and repainted. No detail was overlooked.
Severe water staining necessitated
deck replacement. Here we opted to
skin the decks first since the original
short pieces of blonde planking
under the windshield tend to
"work" and eventually crack. This is
common among Customs, Rivieras
and Capris. A replacement MBL
was totally rebuilt and installed
along with all new wiring. The
original gauges were in such good
condition that they didn't need
refacing but only rechroming. New
upholstery and flooring were
installed and a custom trailer was
built.
The final touch was applying the
name in 24k gold leaf. She was
water tested in the icy Hudson
River on March 18, 1996-two

Neil Satterly's 20' Chris-Craft Custom on the St. John's River in Florida shows
off her forward deep "V" bottom. Note the "V" windshield is folded down for
an extra level of enjoyment. Satterly is at the wheel with Scott Dorrer on the
right front and Ann Satterly in the rear. Photo by Lindsey Hopkins III.

weeks before the Northeast got its Schenectady, NY 12303, or by elast major snowstorm of the season mail at woodbote@aol.com. Sharing
and just four days before trailering this information will help others in
her 1200 miles to Jacksonville, their restorations and possibly lead
Florida.
Her maiden voyage to a 20' Custom Owners Group.
would be the 150 mile St. Johns Please share information on the
River Cruise (above) and the Mt. Custom's hull number and the name
Dora show that followed. The of her owner. (A copy of the hull
water test went well and the card and photo or any other
maiden voyage was void of even information provided would be great
the slightest problem. Over the but not necessary at this time).
summer she won five awards Updated information will be on file
including a Best of Show at the both at the CCABC office in TallaFinger Lakes Rendezvous and hassee, Florida, and at my address.
Peoples' Choice at Clayton, NY.
It will be shared with other Custom
Hull # R-20-336 is one more owners unless otherwise directed.
piece of Chris-Craft history
As more is learned about this
preserved for generations to come. special Chris-Craft, updates will be
My hope is that more will be added provided to your Brass Bell editor.
to the list. To date I have learned
of roughly 70 surviving 20'
Customs from derelict to pristine.
The author expresses his appreThis is from ACBS and CCABC ciation for information and materimemberships and from a couple als contributed by the following inother casual conversations.
dividuals and organizations: Jack
I would like to create a better Barron, Charlie Cross, the Chrislist of "what's out there." If you Craft Antique Boat Club archives,
own, or know of someone who Scott Dorrer, Alan Frederick, Jim
owns, a 20' Custom in any Hastings, Larry McDonough, the
condition, please contact me at Mariners' Museum, and Boyd Mef3161
Lone
Pine
Road, ferd.

